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Pharmacists Plan Annual Honor High Schools 
To Commemorate Dean*s Servicel r  . jLittle
Recognition of 24 Years’ Work Will Be Celebrated by Banquet April 19 i Theater Fray 
On Dean Mollett Day. _ _______
Fifteen Entrants Will Compete in
Dean Mollett day will be established on the campus in commemora- Annual Little Theater 
tion of the twenty-four years of service which Dean ChaiHs E. F. Tournament
Mollett has rendered to the Montana School of Pharmacy. _______
April 19 Is Date.
Dean Mollett will be honored on this 
I annual occasion by a banquet at 
I which all alumni of the School of 
] Pharmacy will * be guests of the 
pharmacy students. According to a
A LI BABA and his forty thieves unanimous decision of the Pharmacy apparently had nothing on the club made at a meeting held last 
_ . . * Wednesday the traditional date of thereferee in the last Bobcat game Sat- ni . . .  1Q.. . __^ banquet will be set at* April 19.urday night, according to some of the] __
crowd’s opinions. A number of times 
at crucial moments a roar of protest 
rose at some of the decisions that 
were made. Many pf them were need­
less—just excess steam in the midst 
of a close game. It is most unfor­
tunate that such an individual as a 
referee should become the sole object 
of spite at a basketball game.
VHERE are so many irritating hap-
Fifteen Montana high schools have 
>\v signified their intention of en-j 
ring t h e  Interscholastic Little j
Crowder Gives 
Recital Tonight 
In Music House
One of Series Given Fortnightly 
Will Include Compositions 
By DeBussey and Chopin.
Recital lecture number G in Pro­
fessor John Crowder's “Review of 
Musio Literature” will be presented 
tonight at 8:00 o'clock in the music 
house.
This piano recital is one of a series
STUDENTS HEAR OF 
PROPOSED CHANGES 
IN EDUCATION PLAN
President C. H. Clapp Present* Plans for Drastic Changes in System 
Of Education at State University. Faculty Expresses 
Unanimous Approval of the Proposal.
Plans for a drastic change in the present educational system at 
Theater to be held daring Track meet I wh)cb Mr Crow(lcr baa been giving I the State University have been partially completed and were pre-
Students in the School of Pharmacy 
are taking this means to express their 
appreciation for his long service in | 
the school. Through his work th ere . 
he has been chiefly responsible for 
the progress of pharmaceutical edu- 
cation in Montana.
Dean Mollett is a national figure In 
pharmacy. That his prominence as a 
pharmacologist is recognised espe­
cially throughout the Northwest is at- I 
tested by his numerous appointments 
JL penings at games of this kind I on pharmaceatical boards. He was 
that might annoy spectators much elected president of the Plant Science 
more than the well-meaning referee. I Seminar a t its last meeting held in 
For instance there is the vehement, j Boston, and was elected vice-president 
of the American Association of Col­
leges of Pharmacy at the recent meet­
ing in Portland. Maine, in addition to 
other offices of scientific or educa­
tional character. He is chief satrap
of the Northwest province of Kappa Qu arte r  Registration
Pel, men’s national pharmacy honor-'
Slmn
tries will be received later 
March 2.
D3c who have entered are: Bill- 
Butte, Bozeman, Big Timber, 8u- 
r, Libby, Missoula, Anaconda, I ^ 
Benton, Corvallis, Belgrade, j ^ 
is, Geraldine. White fish, and 9a- j 
ed Heart academy of Missoula.
Of these entries seven are new and 
number of the schools which have 
been entered every year have not sig­
nified their Intention of competing 
this year. More entries are expected 
before the first of March, according 
to William Angus, director of dra-1, 
maticf.
Angus also said that in view 
of the fact that only 16 plays may 
be cared for conveniently it may be 
necessary to hold district contests if 
there are many more entries,
Registering 
Date Is Set
For March 2 Line and Lennes 
Address Meeting 
Of Local Women
fortnightly this year. Each selection sen ted by President Clapp to members of the faculty just prior to 
played is accompanied by a short dis- jJ,e encJ 0f the fall quarter. Faculty members at that time expressed
course on the composer and the Pi«*- almost unanimous approval of the proposed changes so far as they 
The following is the program for , , ,  v j
his presentation of compositions by had  been outlined.
Chopin and DeBussey. Grading System.
(a) Polonaise in A ___ Chopin According to President Clapp, the be suspended only fu special cases.
(b) Preludes __ ... Chopin general idea is to do away with the such as that of the older man or
fc) Walts in C Sharp Minor........  I present multiple-checking system to woman who had not started college
Chopin which the student is subjected and | directly after high school. I t  is
(d) Nocturne in D Flat .....Chopin against which he is quite naturally re- [ planned in this manner to do away
(e) Etudes_Opus No. 2 and 5 belling. It is believed that the pres- with the evil of grade-point and credit
Chopin «nt grading and crediting system em- hunting, to eliminate hidebound regu- 
Opus 26 No. 1. 9 and 12 Chopin ployed here is far from satisfactory lations and to encourage intelligent 
I (a) Doctor Grad us ad Parnassum I to either students or faculty members, individual student effort.
________    DeBussey and In view of the University's pro-1 Eliminating Prerequisites.
(b) CIalr do Lune-D e B u s s e y  gress during the last 10 years con- Another cbange contemplated is the
(c) Golliwog's Cake W alk------- | temptation of a change in the near | eIimjnation of as man7 „  possibIe of
Will poned until tonight.
Contiue Through 
March 11.
Advance registration for the sprin
* I until Wednesday, March 11. The us­
ual procedure will be followed. Stu-
| Missoula Cl 
men’s
Dean R. 
of Buainei 
N. J. Lenn
unty Federation of 
Clubs Hears Talks 
Saturday.
. Line, head of the School 
Administration, and Dr. 
i, head of the Department
wo.Anthologies 
English Text 
Appear Soon
blustering fan who sputters in your 
ear and pounds a hollow in our back; 
or the rabid partisan fellow by your 
side who threatens to “knock your 
block off” if you dare utter one word 
of criticism against the home- team; 
and the co-ed on the other side that 
glides off into ecstatic raptures about I ary.
one of the good-looking players on the School Established in 1918. 
opposing team whom she happens to I t  is through his efforts that the 
know. Then there is the mummy’s re-1 0f  pharmacy has progressed
lation who sits Sphinx-like beside you, J continually since It was established j
not daring to betray one flicker of QQ the Montana campus in June, 1913. quarter at the University will begin 
enthusiasm for the game because h® connection with the school dates j on Monday, March 2, and continue 
feels that its such a common effort. back to its origin a t the State col 
I lege at Bozeman in September, 1907
YES, there is plenty to worry about I prom the time that he began teach-besides the referee. He Is only L g  m his home after working h o u rs |dent* »"> P ^sen t their handbooks of Mathematics ware the principal lg ooks b y  Merriam, Coleman and 
human and does not have c l a i r v o y a n t  the two students enrolled in the de-land secure their registration c « r t l f l - j |g | | jM n r f U |m d M j j |A d U |f c J | | | |^ H  
powers as some of the spectators seem J pertinent there to  the present time, j cates and class cards on Monday and
to have. I t is regrettable that the when he still teaches a number of Tuesday. They may then complet-
official test Saturday had to referee classes. Dean Mollett has devoted all their registration daring thi 
to such an ignorant and boilermaker his time and energy to the School of I ing week.
accompaniment He knows his busi-1 Pharmacy. He has always found time New students and former students 
ness usually, even if he's Just a wild to do pharmaceutical research and, as | not in attendance this quarter will 
flower in-the wilderness. j adviser, to guide the individual pro- not register until the winter quarter
* * * gress of each student in gaining his j is over. Students in attendance this
COLLEGE liberalism and the com- education in pharmacy. quarter who do not complete regis-plementary changes which i t ]  Following discussion of the tradi- tration by 4 o'clock on March 11 will
tional Dean Mollett day and plans for not be allowed to register until the
the banquet, members of the Pharm- J time for registration of new students,
acy club took part in the brief pro- j and will be charged a late reglstra-
speakers at the meeting of the Mis 
sou la County Federation of Women’s 
clubs Saturday afternoon a t the I. 
follow-10. O. F. hall.
Dean Line spoke on “Population 
In Montana.** He emphasised 
t that under the present con­
templation of a change In the near
.......  DeBussey I future Is well justified. the present numerous prerequisite
The numbers in group two were Division Into Colleges. courses, and instead, allowing stud-
among those presented in his public j j n general it Is proposed to divide ents more nearly their own choice of 
recital, last Thursday evening, in State University into a Junior and subjects, regardless of their years at 
Main hall auditorium. I t  was due to a senjOT* college, composed of fresh-J college. The present departments will 
this free recital that bis "Review of men an<j sophomores, and jnniors and be combined into a  few large divis- 
Mnsic Literature” which should have seniors, respectively. In each of these ions composed o f ‘Correlated depart- 
been presented last week was post- colleges, a certain minimum of hours J ments, and with a  fixed curriculum, 
I will be required of the student but I thus resulting in economy. Classes and 
I there will be no maximum limit and sections will be greatly enlarged to 
I he may carry as many hours or as take care of an increased student body 
many subjects as he desires and feels without an increased faculty, and the 
that he can properly handle. At the plan of 20-mlnute conferences be- 
| end of the sophomore year the stud- tween instructor and student, to 
ent will take a  comprehensive exam-j tighten the bond between them, will 
(nation covering the first two years, be installed.
which he will either pass or fail, and Experiments carried on at many in- 
students who have carried merely the titutions—notably the University of 
minimum amount of studies will be Minnesota—have shown that better re- 
I especially questioned on their other suits have been obtained in classes 
activities and on their general ac- of 200 than in small ones of 20 or so, 
Mirrielees Will Be Out complishmenta before being admitted and that personal contacts obtained
In Th Mo th It0 Junior standing. At the end of the | through conferences were much more
senior year, when the student is ready | productive of beneficial results than 
for his degree, he will take a  second mere quiz-section relationships.
Three professors of the Department similar comprehensive examination. Many problems remain to be worked 
of English at the State University jand an outstanding student wUl be j out before this partially formed plan 
ditlon the population of the United I have reecntly had their latest books gradusted with honors.
necessitates has received wide-spread 
discussion and notice within the last 
few years. One of the attempts to ob­
tain liberalism in teaching procedure 
is the famous Experimental College 
of the University of Wisconsin under j 
the direction of Dr. Alexander Meikle- 
John. Last week the faculty of Wis­
consin endorsed Dr. «Meiklejohn's 
recommendation that the college be 
closed at the end of the 1931-32 school 
year so that a survey of the results 
might be obtained.
W E experimental college is now
four yeans old as it was opened! &
gram.
Paper folding and caplnle filling 
contests were held and prizes awarded 
to the successful participants. Ida 
Frederickson of Butte won the com­
petition in filling difficult prescrip­
tions and Lorraine Rowe of Terry was 
winner of the capsule filling contest
tion tee.
lean be completed and put into effect 
Four-Tear Requirement one bI« Problem being the mainten-
Students will be required to have Ianc® °* satisfactory accrediting rela- 
four years of college work irrespec-1 tionshlps with other colleges. Other 
tive of the credits they may have Questions include the problem of ath- 
accnmulated. In order to secure their j *Ĝ C eligibility to meet conference re- 
degrees, according to the plan. This Quirements. the problem of transfers 
I poets and compiled them Into a  vol-1 means that the unusallv brilliant trom ant* otber schools, and the 
peaking on the “Fed- ume entitled “Northwest Verse.” The student will not be permitted to grad- J QO®8Gon of the many students who
States would not materially increase accepted by the publishers. Two of 
after I960, as the birth rate and the j these will be released In March and 
death rate at that time will be about the other early in May. 
equal. He also brought out the point Professor H. G. Merriam, chairman 
that there was enough farm land in of the department has made a  collec- 
the United States now under cultiva- j tion of over 300 poems by Northwest 
tion.
Dr. Lennes,
erated Social Service" gave the plan | publishers of this book are C&xton j uate ahead of his class, but will be
permitted to take as many courses asE. G. Ellis Adds 
Chinese Painting
T o  A r t  G a l l e r y  jwortliy onOT and how (^ p re s e n t  plan years, according to the publishers. I t  1 lantic coast, President Clapp 
-  would be appropriate (or tbe needs will appear next month. (erred with various Industrial
Emory Speaks 
On Montanans 
A t Craig Hall
Second Loan Exhibit Includes 
E idlings. Prints and 
Portraits.
that a committee is sponsoring in Mis- Printers, Limited of Caldwell, Idaho.
soula. Dr. Lennes went into detail In This Is the first book of its kind in I he wishes each year in order to prof- 
explaining the four classes of people this region and It will doubtlessly be itably occupy his Ume. 
who need help, polnUng out the j the standard collecUon for some | on his last quarter’s trip to the At-
con-
If i  and
Professor Rufus Coleman, assistant I commercial experts, and they agreed 
professor of English, has' also com- J generally that the greater physical 
piled an anthology, which has just 
been accepted by Harpers. The title 
of this book is “Western Prose and
of the community.
ork and attend the University only 
a  quarter or two at a time, and who 
are in search of a  degree.
Student Opinion Asked.
President Clapp desires to get as 
nearly as possible the student opinion 
of the plan. “Will they like the idea 
of few comprehensive examinations 
and of less restricted classes?** he
In 1927 after President Glenn Frank 
of Wisconsin had brought Dr. Meikle- j 
John to Madison from Amherst. The 
school was founded with the idea that 
there were to be no fixed classes and
study lines were to be elastic. Quite I Secretary-Manager Explains Group I t©r®*Gng pieces on exhibition in the J 
a radical plan in comparison to the J Q Business Administration second loan exhibit posted in the art | 
present curricula lines that most! __ ___ i r ___ia__ (gallery in Main hall
A Chinese oil painting by an un-| 
known Chinese artist, bought years 
ago on Market street in San Fran- F 
cisco's Chinatown is one of the in-
Conflicting Dates 
Postpone Debates
Majors and Faculty.
and mental maturity of the four-year asks. “We will have to get the stud- 
college man made him vastly superior | ent angle on a  number of problems 
in his work to the brilliant student before we can put the plan into work- 
Poetry,” deals with all the regions I who rushed through college in two ing order.”
_________  west of the Mississippi. Professor 0r  three years, or who had entered J ■  ------- --------- —- •
Coleman has divided the book into college at too young an age. This Ray and Michael Kennedy were 
•osh Teams Will Not Meet Montana many sections beginning with the In-1 rule of four years’ residence would | called home Sunday.
State Men Thursday. dlan legends and bringing it up to I ___________________________________________________________— t — ...
......... the present day by means of stories
and verse as told by these many 
Because of a  conflicting engage- authors and poets. It is a collection to I
schools follow. Educators will watch _________
with renewed interest for reports froin j I bought for a dollar in a musty second-
this “test college.” I Guy Emory, secretary-manager of hand junk store by Dr. E. G. Ellis.
• * • the Montanans, Incorporated, spoke i t  Is a valuable museum piece, valued
DR. MEIKLE JOHN does not main- last Wednesday evening at Craig hall at more than (500. Mr. Ellis has con- tain that the teaching procedure on the "Future Development o( Mon- tributed several Paxson portralta also.
__. . . . .  . _, «  . . tana”. Mr. Emory described in detail There are 77 pieces in this exhibit.
n co ege s usa e. u e ^  organization of the association, its Etchings, engravings, prints, portraits,
T h 18 interesting painting was ment a t Bozeman the Frosh debate |)e used largely for high school and
team will not be able to debate the 
Montana State team as planned tthls 
Thursday. Although no definite date 
has been set It is not thought that 
the debate will be put off for longer 
than a week.
um>i - n-  - ......»«Bwwa.v.wa., v*«»»»»* Those composing the team who will
regards the experiment as a working J securing membership and and many interesting relics of early uphold the negative question of ‘.‘Free
Bcneme which may prove the basis \u^w a v u d ia i  l f .nni<a. t* M a n io n o  nr<. nnatmi I Trade” are Robert Ryan, Missoula,
for sugestions concerning the course 
of study, the teaching relationship and 
social conditioning. The faculty of 
the college is unanimous in two con­
victions; That in Wisconsin and else­
where there is still need of radical 
reconsideration of the freshman and 
sophomore years of liberal instruc­
tion; and that the problems of these 
two years can be dealt with effectively.
CONTINUANCE of the experimental college after the survey is un­
certain. The Wisconsin legislature 
has been asked by tbe governor to 
cut tbe university budget (400,000, 
part of which w as. for the "test col­
lege.” It has been the subject of fre­
quent attacks. Dr. Frank has replied 
to the critics saying: “Here is a uni­
versity project that does not care to 
I crystallize itself into a vested interest 
after its administrators feel that it 
has achieved measurable completion.” 
It Is a poignant reply to the common 
politician’s hope of educational in­
fluence.
how support is obtained for special frontier days in Montana are posted.
and Harvey Thurloway, Butte.
Robert Wlckware, Valler, and Jake 
Mola, Livingston, will support the af-
prpjects. ( This exhibit, the second of its kind,
“We Intend to build a scientific pro- Is made up of painting and a rt treas-
gram and not to undertake any devel- urea from the homes of Missoula
opment work until study has been people. Some of the contributors a re : I firmative side of the same question
made. We are depending on the Dr. Ellis, Dr. Young, Mrs. Borg, Cap- here against Bozeman
Greater University units to help us tain Rogers, Miss Ronan, Prof. Wrey -------------------
in our work here in $fontana. A fact- 
encyclopedia on Montana which will 
give data on any problem and which 
will suggest lines for the association 
will be built up,” said Mr. Emory.
Small Industries,
According to Mr Emory there Is 
some possibility of an Increase in 
Montana population, which will make 
possible the establishment of several 
small industries. However, there will 
be no attempt a t active construction 
work until a thorough study of the 
existing conditions have been made.
Mr. Emory, who was here under 
the auspices of the School of Busl-
Maddock and Mrs. McNabb.
The exhibit will be posted until Fri­
day.
Kappa Delta gave a fireside Satur­
day night at the chapter house.
Dean Line Speaks 
Before Local Clubj
Dean R. C. Line, head of the School 
of Business Administration, addressed 
the Orchard Homes Country Life club 
Friday night on “The Economics of 
Consumption". In his talk, Dean Line 
showed the changes which have taken
Music Organization 
Holds Bridge Party
Invitational Affair on Saturday 
Given by Sigma Alpha Iota,
Junior colleges as a textbook.
Miss Lucia B. Mirrielees, professor 
of English, now on sabbatical leave, 
has written “Teaching of English’* 
which is to be published by Harcourt 
Brace and company and will be issued 
in March.
American Oxonian Praises Frontier 
With Excerpt From Literary Review
Saturday Review of Literature of July 12, 1930, Lauds Northwest 
Region in Assuming Cultural Leadership of West.
ness Administration, spoke recently place in the consumption ot agrlcui- 
to the student-body at the School of tural foods and fibers, with particular 
Mines and at the State College at reference to the marketing aspect. 
Bozeman. Dean Line also explained the
....................................* changes which growth of American
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dobson and Dr. cities have brought in the packing of 
A. G. Whaley were dinner guests of food products. Dr. N. J. Lennes also 
Sigma Nu on Sunday. (appeared on the program.
Home Economics 
Club Hears Talk 
And Sees Exhibit
Hawkins and Judge Lecture 
China, Porcelain and 
Silverware,
Sigma Alpha Iota, national wom­
en’s music organization, entertained 
Saturday afternoon at the home of 
Marjory Dickinson.
The party, an invitational affair, j hundred years and showing the trend
Elvera Hawkins exhibited a collec­
tion of china pieces before the house 
planning and furnishing class in the 
Department of H o m e  Economics 
Thursday morning.
She gave a report on china and 
porcelain illustrating with pieces 
from the collection, some ot which 
have been in existence more than one
beg^n at 2:80 o'clock. Bridge fur 
nlshed entertainment.
This was the first activity of the 
organization This quarter, and accord­
ing to Marion Cline, president, Sigma 
Alpha Iota plans to enter upon a 
strenuous program In the interest of 
music, for the remainder of the school 
year.
In the January issue of the American Oxonian, the official magazine 
of the association of American Rhodes Scholars, there appears an 
excerpt from the Saturday Review of Literature for July 12, 1930, 
in praise of the Frontier.
The Frontier, a magazine ot the®
Northwest. Is published at the Unlver-1 literature, and It Is exclusively North- 
slty ot Montana and edited by Pro- western In character . . . 
feasor H. G. Merriam, chairman of Comment on Frontier,
the Department of English. ’T he Frontier is easily the most
in design. The collection included 
modern pieces in addition to many of 
the standard old patterns which are 
still in use today.
Esther Judge exhibited flat silver­
ware before members of the class 
Monday, shewing historic and mod­
ern designs. Her roport included also 
a discussion of silver patterns.
Two Culture Attitudes.
In tbe first part of this article it is 
stated that there are two' attitudes 
in present western culture. The one 
is that group which contends that 
“Western artists should imitate the 
prevailing standards elsewhere . . . 
Contrasted with this group is a  re­
bellious minority that vociferously 
tote the banners of 'regional culture.’ 
. . . The conflict between the two 
theories is most apparent where inter­
est in the arts is active, and, today, 
tho Northwest bids fair to assume the 
cultural leadership of the W est.
interesting magazine in the North­
w est A unique feature is its histor­
ical section. Each issue carries about 
twenty pages of hitherto unpublished 
material about tbe Northwest This 
material is reprinted and distributed 
to historical libraries and to college 
libraries . . .
“Mr. O'Brien, the official literary 
rater and prize awarder, ranked the 
Frontier seventh for excellence of 
fiction during the last year, that is to 
say, above the Atlantic, Century, 
Scribner’s, The American Mercury, 
aud Plain Talk. The University of
The latter attitude finds reflection Montana with the publication of the 
in the splendid work being done at the Frontier has taken tbe lead in the 
University of Montana in a magazine Northwest.”
called The Frontier, ‘an avowedly re- This preceding paragraph refers to 
gional magazine portraying Northwest the Frontier's rating for the year 1929 
life accurately.’ Its policy is to cul- and it has since been ranked fifth by 
tlvato diligently the seeds of a living | O’Brien for 1930.
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Grizzly Spirit
IT was heart breaking for University students to sit and watch their team going down before a superior team of Bobcats last Friday and Saturday nights. They had hoped to win at least one game. 
But the heartbreak they showed was not to be complimented.
The spirit of the crowd manifested at the games this week end was 
not to be prided, especially for a University, and from our standpoint 
our University in particular. The booing and disapproval shouting at 
both games, the last one in particular, was something which might 
have been excused among a crowd witnessing a high school game, but 
not a University-College championship contest.
We grant that the spirit at any game between Montana State and 
Montana University runs higher than in any other contest either might 
participate in, but that does not excuse the unsportsmanlike spirit 
shown at the last two. We could not blame the Bobcats if they re­
turned to Bozeman and said we were the rottenest sports they had ever 
played before— they could not have been far from the truth.
The feeling of enmity was first shown in a poor way when Montana 
students would not give up their seats for Bobcat substitutes, until 
they were asked to by the Bear Paws Friday night. However, the 
general spirit at the first game is not to be compared to that of the 
second, when a spirit we should be ashamed of showed itself. It is 
certainly too bad when a crowd will make more noise booing than 
cheering, just because the referee calls something on the home team, 
most of which was justified. If it was on the Bobcats, no one made 
audible comments, yet it is granted that the referee was as fair to 
one team as to the other.
Most of the disapproval of the crowd was directed directly at the 
referee, which is even more to their detriment. After all, he was 
the referee and was doing the best he could. The Bobcat-Grizzly 
game is admittedly a hard game to referee because of the high spirit 
which runs through both the crowd and the players, and if a few 
mistakes were made, was it necessary for the crowd to make matters 
worse by expressing disapproval as they did? One of the first qual­
ities of sportsmanship is to abide by the decision of the referee, and 
Montana students fell far short of being real sports Saturday night.
We have no more games this quarter, but in the future there will 
be various other contests with the Bobcats. We hope that the farce 
of this last week end will never be repeated.—M. W.
Prod Against Phlegmatism
✓ CONTAINED in this issue is an account of the proposed curricular 
I  changes at our institution. Although these changes have been 
under ocnsideration for some time, there exists among students 
of the University a singular ignorance of this matter which should 
mean so much to them.
The grading and crediting system now employed here is far from 
satisfactory to either students or faculty—that is true. We students, 
especially, have a tendency to criticise and deplore the methods by 
which we are taught, and our desire to break down existing rules is 
often evident. Yet so far all that has been done towards bringing 
about an actual change has been done by members of the faculty and 
by President Clapp. For all the student interest that has been shown, 
one might suppose that Joe Montana was fully satisfied with things as 
they are— or that he was resigned to an unalterable fate.
Student criticisms of present courses and classes and their man­
ner‘of handling, and suggestions for their improvement, we are sure, 
will be appreciated by the faculty as giving the “other side” of the 
question. Communications on the subject will be welcomed as an 
opening wedge to an awakened, advancing interest.—V. H.
Student Activity Offices
IN one of our contemporary newspaper’s editorial columns the state­ment has been made that campus activities are run by approxi­mately two-fifths of the students. This is the situation at Oregon 
State college, but it is indicative, we believe, of our own campus 
although the student body here has a smaller enrollment. The ques­
tion arises, where are the other three-fifths?
“Students engaged in activities sacrifice grades and pleasure. Those 
who do not, have spare time to use as they wish. By realizing that 
dependability is necessary, when asked to do small as well as im­
portant tasks, students may help to equalize the distribution of 
campus activities.”
One of the biggest of the “small as well as important tasks” is 
that of each student's assuming the responsibility of stirring up inter­
est in the campus political race which annually occurs on Aber Day.
In another two months the members of the student body will partici­
pate in the primary elections of candidates for student offices for the 
next year’s work. These students will take over their jobs immedi­
ately after Track Meet. It is not too early for students to start think­
ing of possible entries in the race for next year’s positions.
Those who engage in activities are compelled to set aside time which 
they might use for selfish purposes and leisures. They should be 
selected for their qualities of dependability and promptness in doing 
things.
Begin to think over the candidates eligible for office. If they fulfill 
the constitutional requirements for various positions on the campus, 
consider their personal character qualities.
For the last year or two the spring elections on the campus have 
been noticeably tame with insufficient showing made to jujstify the 
primary election as more than a formal procedure. It is for the pur­
pose of elimination rather than justification that the primary is held.
There is a wealth of good material on this campus for the student 
positions next year. Stir up a little interest by campaigning for your 
candidate and give him a little encouragement too.
Good day, children. Three million 
greeting cards were sent to the dead 
letter office during 1929 because they 
carried no return addresses. Uncle 
rejoices in this news because no long­
er must he blush and stammer when 
he meets someone to whom he sent 
no- greeting card last Christmas .or 
St. Patrick’s day. The chances are, 
if he had sent one, it would have gone 
to the dead letter office because he 
wouldn’t have remembered the ad­
dress, and couldn’t use the card again, 
so there’s no use putting any return 
on i t
Uncle was pleased to see the band 
out in plain view. We always contend 
that young bands should be seen as 
well as heard.
It becomes worthy of notice, while 
we reminisce, that the first verse of 
“Son of a Gamboleer’’ is sung only 
by a few of us old heads, who can’t 
drown out the chorus that everybody 
else sings „ f irs t  We contend, too, 
that the first verse is the best of the 
lo t Try it:
J iere’s to old Montana, boys,
Where the color of life is red.
We’ll rise and drink to the varsity
In our coffins when we’re dead. 
When we climb the golden stair
We’ll give St. Peter the “Q”
And he’ll join the rollicking chorus:
To hell with the Aggie blue.
University students backed their 
team so loudly and vociferously over 
the week end that the Grizzly growl 
became like the voice of a snake or 
goose.
Which goes to show, says Unk, that 
the University spirit you hear men­
tioned so often, is hardly more than 
a ghost
Dear Uncle Hud,
Do yon interpret dreams! I dreamed 
last night that I  married a million-1 
aire. What does that mean?
Yours,
CYNTHIA.
Dear Cynthia,
It means yon were dreaming.
Your loving uncle,
HUD.
It came out in the debate in the 
House regarding fraternity tax ex­
emption : “One blowout in a fraternity 
or sorority house would cover the 
taxes,”
Your old uncle has just one request, 
dear children. The next time your 
tong throws a $400 blowout, won’t you 
please, invite your old unk?
SUPPLICATION.
Give gnejgrace. Qh, Powers That Be, 
That when I  step beside the tee,
I’ll smack the pill right down the row 
About two hundred yards or so.
Don’t let me slice to right or left 
And give my drive a heap of heft 
Let me know just when to cough 
To throw that gny completely off.
A little Power behind this shot 
Will help my game an awful lot.
Give my midiron, then, the force 
To put my ball back on the course. 
Don’t let me top or dig or miss 
And keep me out of holes like this. 
Make him turn his back so I 
May secretly improve my lie.
Make my mashie shots so clean 
They’ll light and stick dead on the 
green.
Make my putting straight and true, 
Stop his putts right on the rim,
Or give me grace to stymie him. 
Divert liis gaze the other way 
In case my putts should go astray.
Thanks, OhPowers, for all your aid, 
Now we’ll see what score we made. 
Each of us will get to look 
And see just"what the other took.
I’m sure his total should be more, 
Next time we play I’ll keep the score.
I  see now; why he always beats.
I think the dirty meanie cheats.
Those who couldn’t wait for the golf 
course to dry out before they opened 
the season probably left some beau­
tiful hazards fpr,.the Test of us.
We used to be self-conscious about 
our bow legs, but have discovered 
since reaching a certain stage of ma­
turity that there are very few pigs in 
the lanes we’ve seen that we really 
had any desire to stop.
Student Paper 
Is Put Out in 
Kaimin “Shack”
SOCIAL CALENDAR 
February 27
South Hall Dance.................................................................South Hall
February 28 9
Kappa Kappa Gamma................................................. Pledge Formal
Sigma N u ............................................................ ....................Fireside
Mrs
Phi Sigma Kappa Initiation.
Phi Sigma Kappa initiated Dr. C. 
A. Schenck and Professor R. L. 
Housman as honorary members last 
Sunday. Dr. Schenck is a forester of 
international fame, having done much 
for the advancement of forestry both 
in this country and abroad. Profes­
sor Housman is a member of the fac­
ulty of the School of Journalism. He 
Joined the faculty a t the University 
in 1923. Previous to that time he had 
been actively engaged in the news­
paper field.
Howard Nelson and William Fair 
both of Missoula, were initiated at 
the same time.
<Corbln Hall.
Catherine Nicholson, LaVerne Sykes, 
Muriel Nelson and Bernice Nelson 
were Sunday dinner guests of Ruby 
Rogness.
Gladys Mayo was the dinner guest 
of Sara Miles at Corbin hall Friday.
Irene Vadnais was the dinner guest 
of Olli vom Baur Saturday.
Fritz Walker was the guest of Hel­
en Huston for Saturday dinner.
Alice Thompson was a dinner guest 
of Alice Cowan Sunday.
Alice Tucker was the Sunday din­
ner guest of Anna Mae Crouse.
Margaret Brown of Butte spent the 
week end with her sister, Sheila 
Brown.
Rev. and Mrs. 0. M. Grimsby were 
dinner guests at Corbin hall Thursday. 
After dinner Reverend Grimsby gave 
a talk on the subject, “What Is Re­
ligion?”.
Teddy McMahon of Butte was the 
weekend guest of Lois McMahon.
Olive Barnett was the luncheon 
guest of Harriet Nelson Friday.
Dick and Billy Jesse and Ida Fred­
rickson were dinner guests Sunday 
of Eleanor Fredrickson.
North Hall.
Virginia Cooney was the dinner 
guest of Ruth Wold Sunday.
Winifred Estill and Ruby Reed were 
Sunday dinner guests of Marjorie 
Shallock.
Margaret Ann Abbott was the din­
ner guest of Mary Wilson at North 
hall Sunday.
Mary Arness was the guest of Mar­
jorie Bodine at dinner Sunday.
Dorothy Cummings was the Sunday 
dinner guest of Bernice Pomeroy.
Kathryn Earnon spent the weekend 
at her home in Anaconda.
Gertrude_ and Virginia Warden went 
home to Great Falls. Gertrude re­
turned Sunday evening.’ Virginia will 
return for tlie opening of the spring 
quarter.
Ruth Streeitbeck went to Helena for 
the weekend.
Louise Rule spent the weekend in 
her home in Deer Lodge.
UelJnger-Ross.
The marriage of Mildred Uelinger 
of Kallspell, and Bruce Ross, Mis­
soula, was performed during the early 
part of this month in Tacoma, Wash­
ington. Mrs' Ross, who attended the 
University in 1919 and 1920 and a 
member of Kappa Alpha Theta, was 
secretary to the president of Whitman 
college, Walla Walla, Washington. 
After her transfer to Tacoma she was 
employed by a building and loan or­
ganization. Mr. Ross, son of Kenneth 
Ross of Missoula and brother of Mrs. 
John Howard Toole, attended the 
University of Washington, where he 
received his degree from the Depart­
ment of Engineering. At present Mr. 
Ross is employed by the American 
•Smelting and ‘Refining company in 
Tacoma! Mr. and Mrs. Ross will make 
their home in Tacoma.
Corbin Hall Tea.
Corbin hall entertained the other 
halls at tea Sunday night. ' Those as­
sisting were Professor and Mrs. F. O. 
Smith, Dean and Mrs. T. C, Spaulding, 
Professor and Mrs. C. H. Riedell, Mar­
guerite Hood, Gladys Allred, Dorothy 
Briggs, Mrs. Ida Hazlett, Mrs. Ida B. 
Davenport, Rev. and Mrs. D. E. Jack- 
son, Mrs. M. E. Hyde. Members were 
nvited from the following fraternities 
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Sigma Kappa, 
Delta Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, and 
Delta. *
Donations for Printing Laboratory) 
Make Publication Possible 
On the Campus.
“From its inception, the School of 
Journalism’s aim has been to pre- 
| pare and better equip newspaper re- 
| porters for the profession. The edi- 
! tion of the Montana Kaimin distri­
b u ted  at the Bobcat game last Friday 
was the first printed on the campus. 
To us, this is simply another step 
in the direction of realizing the or­
iginal ideal of the school. First-hand 
knowledge of the back-shop should 
be part of any good reporter’s equip­
ment.”—Dean Stone.
This is the first time that the stud­
ent body newspaper has been printed 
here, and It has been made possible 
by the many donations for the print- 
laboratory of the School of Journal-streamers and colored balloons were
used for decorating. A large pledge j lam by Btate newspapermen, 
pin mounted on the black velour stage j 0int gins from the State Press as- 
curtafns was flooded from a spot light I 80ciatlon; O. S. Warden of the Great 
during the dark dances. Nat Allen’s Fana Tribune; and the Anaconda 
orchestra played. Ohaperons were Copper Mining company came as rec- 
Mrs. Anne Rambeau, Professor and ognition of the needs of the School 
Mrs. Leon Richards, and Professor journalism which has been strug-
gling for about 15 years without lab­
oratory equipment Addition of the 
equipment does not alter the school’s 
aim of simply preparing newspaper­
men for the profession. I t will serve 
only as a laboratory to acquaint the 
future editorial worker with the “back 
end” of the newspaper business.
Not only is this valuable to the fu-
?. J. Jackson, mother of Ruth 
Jackson, visited her daughter at the Aplha X
Delta. Gamma house last week end. ____ _
Sunday she was guest of Delta Gamma Alpha Chi Omega Formal, 
a t  dinner, with Martha Holstrom of Alpha Chi Omega gave their pledge 
eekend | formal dance Saturday night in Loy-
and Mrs. Ross Williams.
Zeta Chi Party.
Muriel and Bernice Nelson enter­
tained actives and initiates of Zeta Chi 
sorority a t a valentine party given 
last Saturday evening at their home 
on Plymouth s tree t The guests pres­
ent were: Ruby Rogness, Evelyn Bal-
gord, Harriet Eastman, Billie Sulli-1 ture metropolitan worker whose abil-  ̂
van, Mildred Trussell, Betty Burton, ity as an editorial employee will be 
Waneta Wilson, Pansie Shaw, Ruby enhanced by a knowledge of the fac- 
Reed, Winifred Estill, LaVerne Sykes, I tors of newspaper dress, makeup, ty- 
and Margaret Lewis. pography and other back shop fea-
--------  ’ tures, but It is particularly valuable
Delta Gamma Formal. to the weekly newspaper field in Mon-
Backgammon boards and room dec- tana, into which graduates have al- 
orations to carry out the same idea I ready gone and toward which stud- 
were the decoration motif used by ents are looking.
Delta Gamma in the formal given by | A fuller emphasis will now be pos- 
the active members at the Elks hall sible on the types of advertising
last Saturday night. Dr. and Mrs. P. 
C. Phillips, Mrs. William Stussy of 
Butte and Mrs. Ida B. Davenport were 
chaperons.
Gwladys Larson was the guest of 
honor at a bridge party given 'by her 
sister, Hazel, last Saturday afternoon 
at the Sigma Kappa houqe. Washing­
ton’s birthday was featured in the 
decorations and lunch. High score
makeup, practical problems In the 
psychology of type and its selling 
qualities.
“Yet it must be understood that 
with these laboratory additions there 
will be any attempt a t either train­
ing or producing printers and com­
positors. The equipment will be used 
for strict laboratory purposes only,” 
said Dean Stone.
The equipment in the laboratory
Notices
Lists containing the names of all 
senoirs whose pictures we have has ■- 
been posted outside the Sentinel of- 1 
flee, in the Journalism Shack. Seniors I 
are asked to check this list to be sure 
that their pictures are here* and for I 
the spelling of their names. When the j 
list is checked those who have not yet 
done so are asked to turn in their | 
activity lists.
Lawrence Swanson, 3 
Editor. I
Managers of all original skits to be 
presented at the Spanish club Wednes- ; 
day should report to Miss Eminger be­
fore that day so that she may sched-.s 
ule the acts. Miss Eminger wishes!; 
information on the number of players,! 
the length and the name of the play. r 
Also all those who are entering ani 
original song are requested to report I 
to Miss Eminger before Wednesday L 
morning.
All freshmen who have': subscrip- [ 
tions to' the Frontier and have not! 
reecived their March copy may get) 
it by calling at Room 301 in the li­
brary any afternoon between 4 and 
5 o’clock.
Copies are on sale at all times at 
the Student store.
W. K. Good, > 
Circulation Manager.
Freshman basketball team’ picture 
will be taken this afternoon at 4 
o’clock in the men’s gymnasium. This. 3 
picture is for the eligible and inelig­
ible teams. The players are urged to .. 
be in th e . gymnasium at 4 o’clock 
sharp.
Regular meeting of the Montand 
Masquers tonight at 7:30 o’clock in 
the Little Theater. Everybody please 
be present. Important!
Albert Erickson, president
There will be a meeting of the cal­
endar committee this afternoon at 3 
o’clock in Dean Sedman’s office to 
clear the calendar for spring. All 
members are requested to be there
M club picture will be taken today 
at 4 o’clock in front of the men’s 
gymnasium. M men are urged to be 
on time and to wear their M sweaters.
favor was won by Miriam Trenerry consists of: two linotypes, three lino- 
and consolation prize was awarded to tYP® magazines, one two-revolution 
Bernice O’Rourke. The honor guest cylinder press, two proof presses, one 
received a gift prize. Guests included sa^ , three composing stones, one
Cloyse Overturf and Elmer Haines 
were visitors at the Alpha Tau Omega 
. house during the weekend. Captain 
• G. F. Herbert of Fort Missoula was a 
dinner guest Sunday of Alpha Tau 
Omega. Saturday evening Ted Jacobs’ 
was the guest of Alpha Tau Omega 
at dinner.
Mary Beth McKenzie, Jane Tucker, 
Marjorie Bodine, Juanita Ruegamer, 
Flora Horsky, Janice Stadler, Eliza­
beth Farmer, Bernice O’Rourke, Mar­
jory Mumm, Miriam Trenerry and 
Betty Kelleher.
metal furnace, one job press, one cast­
ing box, .125 cases of type, cases, 
racks and furniture to complete the 
laboratory. The Kaimin, student body 
newspaper, first published with the 
new equipment last Friday will be 
printed here from now on.
The donors of the material are: 
O. S. Warden, Great Falls Tribune 
and the Anaconda Copper Mining 
company, .who gave the linotypes, 
press and type; W. O. Ensign of the 
Deer Lodge £ilver State-Post, who 
gave the job press and type; Carpen­
ter Paper company, Western News­
paper Union and Leon Shaw of Bill­
ings, who gave the saw; students and 
Professor Rufus A. Coleman of the faculty of the School of Journalism,
Press Club Hears 
Professor Coleman
Freshmen Take Off “Shack” Seniors 
In Wednesday Meeting.
Department of English spoke before 
the Press club last Wednesday eve­
ning on “The Columnist” and his in­
fluence on the newspapqV readers, 
illustrating his point by giving ex­
amples of wit and humor found in 
the newspaper columns. He advised 
young Journalists not to attempt the 
writing of humor columns until they 
were more experienced in journalism, 
as the work is in reality very difficult.
The Freshmen closed the meeting 
with a take-off of members of the 
senior class in the Shack. The next 
meeting of the club will be a joint 
meeting with the Forestry club.
Kenneth Denton of Deer Lodge ’ 
weekend guest of Sigma Nu.
who gave the linotype magazine, 
planers, and accessories; and Mer- 
ganthaler Linotype company, who 
gave matrices and linotype parts.
PUNCH, BROTHERS, PUNCH!
Let us supply your needs 
for that formal or party.
MAJESTIC CANDY & 
BEVERAGE CO.
Bowls and Glasses Famished Free
Doug Thomas of Helena was a week 
end guest at the Sigma Chi house.
In the Crescent 
at Cornell
GRANITE
A Powerful Romantic Tragedy
The BIGGEST Dramatic EVENT 
in Missoula This Year
L I T T L E  T H E A T R E
On the Campus
Friday, Saturday, February 27,28 
8:15
Students 50c Others 75c
A Masquer Play Is Always a Good Date
Anaconda, who was also
guest. ola auditorium. Green and white
. . .  as in 42 other 
leading colleges, 
there is one favorite  
smoking tobacco
En g in e e r s  walking across cam­pus to a  lab in Sibley. . .  arts 
students gathered on the porch of 
Goldwin Smith • . .  lawyers on the 
steps of Boardman. Not much time 
between classes. . .  but enough for 
a pull on a pipe of good old Edge- 
worth! .
Cornell men know their smok­
ing tobacco. And they’re not alone - 
in their choice. Harvard, Yale, 
Illinois, Michigan, Stanford, Dart­
mouth, Bowdoin—all report Edge- 
worth far in the lead. In 42 out of 
-54 leading colleges and universities 
Edgeworth is the favorite pipe 
tobacco.
Cool, slow-burning hurleys give 
this smoke the character that col­
lege men like. Try a  tin of Edge- 
worth yourself—pack it into your 
pipe, light up, and taste the rich 
natural savor of fine burleys, en­
hanced by Edgeworth’s distinctive 
eleventh process.
At all tobacco stores—15  ̂ the 
tin. Or, for generous free sample, 
write to Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 
22d St., Richmond, Va.
EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend 
of fine old burleys, 
with its  natural savor 
enhanced by Edge- 
worth’s distinctive 
eleventh process. 
Buy Edgeworth any­
where in  two forma 
—" Ready-Rubbed ’’ 
and “ PlugSlice." All 
sizes, 164 pocket 
peckege to  pound 
humidor tin.
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Dramatists Cancel Play’s Reading 
To Permit Rehearsal of *Granite’
Ciemence Dane’s “Bill of Divorcement” Drama Will Not Be Read To­
night; Eugene Hnnton 111, Will Be Replaced in Cast by 
Angus in Clergyman Role.
Cancellation of the reading of Ciemence Dane’s “A Bill of Di­
vorcement,” which was to be read at the public program scheduled 
for tonight in the Little Theater, was announced yesterday. The 
reading has been called off in order to allow the cast of the major 
production of the quarter, “Granite,” to hold another rehearsal be­
fore the performances of the play, Friday and Saturday evenings.
Tickets for “Granite* will go on 
sale tomorrow morning 1n the busi­
ness office of the Little Theater. All 
tickets are reserved and season tick­
ets will be accepted.
Cast Change.
A change of the cast has been made 
necessary because of the fact that 
Eugene Hunton, who was playing the 
role of the clergyman, was suddenly 
confined to the hospital with a  serious 
Infection and will not be able to play 
the role this weekend. The part will 
be taken by Mr. Angus who wiil sub­
stitute in the p a rt
“Granite” is one of Ciemence Dane’s 
more recent plays and has been se­
lected recently by an editor to be in­
cluded in a  volume of best contem­
porary British and American plays, 
soon to be published by Harpers.
Recently the Montana State college 
Tonpenters produced the play in 
Bozeman and the Exponent says of it: 
“All those who saw it were held spell­
bound h j  the intensity of the drama 
which they were witnessing. The 
staging effects were so realistic and 
so perfectly carried out that the mo­
mentum of the play was immediately 
felt* . ...
Angus* Comment.
Mr. Angus adds: Though this is a 
powerful tragedy, it Is not morbid or 
unpleasant It is gripping and intense 
throughout and swiftly moving but it 
does not portray misery or squalor. It 
is wholesomely strong and the .audi­
ence will not leave the play feeling 
depressed.
“It is unusual that sueh a masculine 
play should be written by a woman. 
Ciemence Dane is the. pen name of 
Winifred Ashton and her other writ­
ings have all been equally strong and 
masculine. She has been ranked by 
Sir J. M. Barrie and others of her 
contemporaries as in the first rank 
of the present day of English drama­
tists, as one who is virile and con­
tributing to the stream of fine dra­
matic work which the twentieth cen­
tury has produced throughout the 
world. She is a  novelist of some note 
but js best known by" her plays whicli 
include “A Bill of Divorcement,” “Will 
Shakespeare,” “The Way Things Hap­
pen” and “Naboth's Vineyard,” all of i 
which have been produced profession? 
ally in England and this country. Of 
these “A Bill of Divorcement” is her 
best known and most popular. Al­
though it is not- so great a play as 
“Granite,” it had very long runs in 
London, New York and Chicago. I t  
is a thesis, play on the subjects of 
divorce, insanity and eugenics. It 
preaches too much to be'"a good play 
and is too melodramatic but the 
critics all acclaimed it as g rea t
“In ‘Granite' the author is very 
much more mature, has attained a 
grasp upon an intense situation and 
reveals grfppfngly deep emotions and 
accurate psychology.”
Crowder Offers 
Second Program 
Of School Term
I Saturday Contests 
| Leave S. A. E. Only
Undefeated Team 
— —  ' ' : 
Phi Delta Theta Wins from Sigma 
Chi; Carpenter Makes 
High Score*
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity re­
mained the only undefeated team in 
the University league as the results 
of the games bowled downtown Sat­
urday afternoon. Sigma Chi lost 
to the Phi Delts, 2,293 to 2,265.
Carpenter scored the highest of the 
afternoon, 539, as S i g m a  C h i  
j lost to the Phi Delta by a  difference 
I of 28 points.
I A week ago Saturday, the S. A. E.’a 
{defeated the University faculty, 2,04S 
I to 2,342. The Sigma Chi fraternity 
( rolled a  score of 2,514 to defeat the 
[ Port Missoula squad with a  total of 
2,283.
Wright Reviews Two 
Books in Colloquium
Latin America and Mexico Are Sub­
jects of Talk Wednesday.
| A. R. Wright, instructor in the De­
partment of History, wiil review two 
books a t Colloquium, Wednesday 
afternoon at 4:10 o'clock, in the Nat­
ural Science building.
The books are “Latin America in 
I Relation to the League of Nations” by 
| Ketch ner and “Mexico” by Hippy, Vas~ 
ooncelos and Stevens.
I Students, faculty and townspeople 
are invited to hear Mr. W right and 
| also to participate in the social half- 
j hour preceding the reviews. •*
Kappa Psi Delegate 
i Returns From Meet
I Warren St- John Attends Pharmacy 
Convention Jn Oregon.
| Warren S t  John, delegate to the | 
j Northwest convention of Kappa Psi,
| men's national pharmacy honorary, 
j will report occurrences at the conven­
tion during his attendance a t  a  meet- 
] ing of Kappa Psi Thursday evening.
Mr. S t  John represented the local 
chapter of Kappa Psi at the. conven- 
I tion in Corvallis, Oregon, last week- 
lend. He left Friday afternoon and re­
turned today from the meeting, which 
he will discuss a t the meeting Thurs­
day.
Books for Chinese 
School Are Asked
Chancellor Jn United States to Re­
cruit Teachers and Funds.
Classical Plano Compositions Arc 
Presented In Main 
Hall,.
Appearing in a  public recital for 
the second time during this school 
term, John Crowder Thursday night 
presented a group of classical piano 
compositions in. the Main hall auditor­
ium.
The program, which was given with­
out charge, consisted of the follow­
ing numbers:
L
(a) Romance ----- * . _Schumann
(b) Nocturne—Opus 27, No. 1 .Chopin
(c) Scherzo in B flat minor_Chopin
IL
Appassionata, Opus 5 7 ___ Beethoven
III.
(a) Doctor Gradus Ad Parnassum
..; —.— ~r— ---------Debussy
(b) Clair de Lune .......  Debussy
(c) Golliwog's Cake Walk.....Debussy
Because of this concert. Professor
Crowder postponed his regular pro­
gram in the “Review of Music Litera­
ture” to Tuesday, February 24.
LINE SPEAKS TONIGHT.
Dean R. C. Line, head of tjie School 
of Business Administration tonight 
will address the Poison Chamber of 
Commerce, Many Missoula business 
men will attend this meeting, which 
is being held immediately before the 
club's annual drive for membership.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the 
initiation of Howard Nelson, Missoula, 
and WJUiam Fair, Missoula, Sunday 
evening.
Books for the Catholic University 
in> Peiping, China, have been requested 
from the State University library by 
Dom Francis Clougherty, chancellor 
of the Chinese school.
Mr. Clougherty has spent seven 
years doing- missionary work in the 
interior of China and is now in the 
United States recruiting— teachers— 
priests and nuns—books and funds 
tor the school. He must get 5000 vol­
umes before May in order to receive 
the government's permission for the 
U niversity .^  give-degrees this sum­
mer. Requests will be sent to 11,000 
people and each book will bear the 
mark of the donor.
ELY SHOE HOSPITAL
129 If. Higgins Avc. 
Inside Missoula Shine Parlor
Are You Hungry?
We Specialize in
The Finest Hamburgers-, 
Beer and Malted 
Milks.
MISSOULA CLUB
C olem an E dits 
Walker Diary for 
Current Frontier
^Historical Section of Magazine In­
cludes Woman's Life In the 
Early West*
Appearing in the current Issue of 
the Frqiitter 46 an article of consider-1 
able interest to students of the Ameri­
can Northwest. Rufus Uoleman, o f ' 
the Department of English, has taken I 
the diary of Mary R. Walker, one of 
the first white women in this territory, I 
and written entertainingly of life as 
she found it in those days, according 
to Paul C. Phillips, in charge of the 
historical section of the Frontier.
The article is the continuation of a 
I series of narratives of interesting and 
j Important events in early Western 
I history. It contains excellent deacrlp- 
jtion of life in the first settlements as 1 
I Mrs. Walker found it.
|  Early methods of travel, and a de- J 
j tailed account of her trip to Whitman 
j Mission a t Walla Walla, Washington,
I4 in a large overland expedition are] found in Mrs. Walker's diary.The original of the diary is in the 
I Huntington library at San Merino, | 
] California, one of the largest collec- 
|  lions of western books in the world.
I According to Professor Phillips, little 1 
I trouble in borrowing the diary was I 
{experienced by Mr. Coleman.
j Foresters Praise 
j  Dance Committees 
For Splendid Work\
Ball Was Financial Success: Bgar 
Paws Explain Game Seating 
Arrangement*
I With lower expenditures than In 
| former years and with an almost com- 
[ plate sale of the 400 tickets, the an-1 
nual Foresters* ball was a  financial j 
success. It was revealed at the regu-1 
lar meeting of the Forestry club I 
I Wednesday night.
Most of the business of the meeting 
was In connection with the ball, with 1 
j reports of committees and resolutions 
of praise for those in charge taking 
1 up most of the meeting.
[ After the discussion of the ball, I 
j Millard Evenson gave a talk to the I 
j members, as a representative of Bear I 
j Paw. He explained the seating ar-j 
j rangement to be enforced at both Bob- 
1 cat games, and asked the Foresters 
1 for the fullest cooperation In this 
I matter.
I Bunch Lectures on 
Bozeman Program
j Organizations Hold Interclmrch 
Conference.
Reverend Jesse Bunch, interchurch 
student pastor, gave a lecture and art 
slide worship program at the Chris­
tian church in Bozeman Saturday 
night on the theme “Deep Calleth 
Unto Deep.”
This program was given in connec­
tion with Bozeman's youth conference, 
which included many State College 
students and the various church 
young people’s organizations of the 
city.
Mr. Bunch stated that there were 
I more than 75 young people present at 
I the program.
Eugene Hunton has been confined 
In the hopital for a few days.
One and Two Piece
Afternoon and Sport 
Dresses
With a  dainty neckline and 
flowing sleeve which denote 
grace and distinction.
Spanish Club Plans 
Program of Skits 
For Last Meeting
Howard Corning 
Writes for New 
March Frontier
dttiss Emfnger Will Award Prize 
For Best Original 
Song.
“Deer Foot - Prints,** Portrait 
Northwest, Appears In Edition 
Now on Sale.
of
Spanish club wilKhold its last regu­
lar nie'eting Wednesday, February 25, 
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house, 
105 Connell avenue. The meeting-will 
begin at 7:30 o'clock at which time 
skits will compete for a prize wlhch 
wil be presented by the club.
Acordfng to Miss Eminger of the 
Department of Foreign Languages 
about four or five skits will be pre­
sented in which there will be ap­
proximately 26 students. The judges 
for the contest will be Henrietta Wil­
helm Professor Thomas and Mr. Bis- 
choff.
Another prize will be given by Miss 
Eminger for the best original song. 
Washington T. McCormack will sing 
a number of songs in Spanish to his 
own accompaniment on the guitar.
This meeting will be the last of the < 
quarter as the Spanish play which | 
will be presented In two weeks serves I 
as the actual last meeting.
Corbin and South 
Halls H ear Talks 1 
On Religion Views
Rev. 0. M. Grimsby and F. L* Gilson 
Appear on Schedule for Two 
Dormitories.
Corbin and Sooth halls last Thurs­
day night after the dinner hour heard 
Interesting religious talks by local 
ministers. Rev. O. M. Grimsby spoke I 
at Corbin hall on “What Is Religion?” I 
the same topic which he spoke on at I 
South hall two weeks ago, and Rev. I 
F. L. Gilson spoke on “What in Re­
ligion Is Worth Exporting” at the 
men's residence hall.
This is the first of talks of this kind 
that Corbin ball has ever held and | 
several speakers have been solicited ' 
for weekly talks, following a similar 
schedule as has been adopted at South 
hall.
After the talks the meetings were 
thrown open for general discussion 
and lively Interest was shown on ev­
ery angle of the questions.
MONACO TALKS TO MATH CLUB.
Mack Monaco, senior in the School 
of Education will talk before the 
Mathematics club Wednesday night at 
7:30 in Craig hall.
Monaco’s subject for discussion will 
be “Quadratic Functions in Two 
Variables.”
William Brown went home to Hel- J 
ena for the weekend.
Appearing in the March issue of 
the Frontier, which went on sale Sat­
urday, is a story, “Deer Foot­
prints” : a moral portrait of the 
Northwest, by Howard McKinley 
Corning. A volume of poems by Mr. 
Corning has recently been published 
entitled “Mountain*; in the Sky.”
Sally Elliot Allen, wife of Eric 
Allen, dean of the School of Jour­
nalism at the University of Oregon, 
has contributed "In League With the 
Stars.” This Is the story of two young 
I men's non-conformity.
“To View the Remains,” the third 
installment of the picaresque novel by 
Ted Olson, also appears in this is­
sue of the Frontier. Olson is now in] 
Norway getting the story In shape and 
is writing the last Installment.
An article on Bill Nye, American] 
humorist, is contributed by W. E .! 
Chaplin. In this article Chaplin gives 
some samples of Bill Nye's verse and 
also one of his writeups of a hanging 
written while he was editor of the] 
Boomerang in Laramie, Wyo.
L. Lawrence Pratt, a high school | 
teacher in Portland, Oregon, has con- j 
tribated a series of 20 sonnets, which 
help to make up the verse section 
of the magazine.
Pat Tucker, who came from Texas 
in 1876 as a cowboy, has contributed j 
a write-up called “Long Horns.”
In the Open Range section there 
appear two reminis censes of early [ 
Montanans. Mrs. Albright of Virginia 
City and Mrs. T. A. Wlckee have con-1 
| tributed stories of the early days 
when Montana was still a territory 
and the road agents held sway.
I A third article on “Chinook Jar-1 
gon” has been contributed by E. 8. 
Thomas, who is well versed in the 
habits and languages of the early 
Indian tribes of the Northwest.
Art Treasures Are 
On Exhibit Sundayj
Collection Includes a Hundred Tain- 
able Loans*
There are at least a hundred pic­
tures in the third Missoula loan ex­
hibit which was posted in the exhibit j 
room in Main hall Sunday. Paintings | i  
and a rt treasures from about fifty j 
Missoula homes were delivered to the I 
department which is sponsoring the |l 
exhibit
The exhibit consists of valuable 
works of a rt Including Paxson por- J 
trdits, etchings, landscapes, engrav­
ings, water colors, prints, and many | 
interesting old relics.
THIRTEEN
Twelve Tickets and One More 
Go West.
Four men leaned over the table, 
holding their cards tightly, pressing 
them close to their bosoms. Three 
others stood looking on, tense, watch­
ing each move. Around the Pullman 
car several others lounged, watching 
the scenery slide past the windows. 
The card players had been at their 
places for hours, but showed no signs 
of moving. The stakes were small, 
ten and fifteen cents on a hand, but 
for some reason interest was at fever 
height
Now and then one of the players 
reached under the table as though to 
stroke a pet But no^ It wasn't a pet, 
A hand issues forth from beneath 
the table and deposits a  two-bit piece! 
in front of the player, who. happened 
to be on a winning streak. The hand 
disappeared again and .the game went] 
on. For hours Us owner had been 
amusing himself identifying the pass- 
ersby by their trouser Tegs. He had 
them all down pat now, and was 
looking for new entertainment
It all came about just because there 
were thirteen men journeying toward 
Gonzaga, and there were only twelve 
tickets.
C .  H. Riedell Speaks 
On Home Decoration
Color Will Be Theme of Second Talk 
At Y. W. C. A* Today.
In conjunction with the local better 
homes movement Professor C. H. I 
Riedell, chairman of the Department 
of Fine Arts, gave the first of a two 
series talks last Tuesday at the Y. W. 
C. A. His talk was on the relation of I 
fine line-spacing to interior decora­
tion In the home.
Today he will stress the value of] 
color in the home, giving the history 
of color and Us application, theories] 
of color and its relation to environ­
m ent Last Saturday he delivered an I 
address to the Missoula Women's club j 
on interior decoration In the home. 
He gave a  general survey of home] 
decoration problems.
Bob Calloway of Butte was the guest 
of Kappa Sigma over the week end.
Day-TAXI-Night
PHONE 3484 BUS TERMINAL
1 passenger --------- ~  — 85c
2 passengers _ ...................... .......................... -_50c
3 passengers ----- ' ____ 75c
4 passengers -----------  $1.00
(16 b lock lim it)
M«binx«r Stages through the heart of 
the Bitter Root Valley and
Taxi Sen ice in the City 
Missoula, Montana 
DON’T W ALE CALL US
\Rohlffs and Buckley 
W ill Flip 25 Times 
For Tossers' Title
Davis Falls Into Third Place With 
79 Points; McDonald,
Loomis Follow*
Billy Rohlffs and Emmett Buckley 
will shoot 25 more shots to decide 
the free throw championship. Each 
scored 81 out of the possible 100 in 
the regular War-round tournament.
At the end of the third round 
Rohlffe needed a  score of 22 out o f  a  
possible 25 to tie for tbe lead. He 
shot twice, scoring them both; then 
missed three consecutive tries. He had 
to score all of his shots to even tie 
the score. Without moving his left foot 
from the line, he flipped all of his 
remaining shots to even a(,lxx,waab 
remaining shofe through tbe hoop 
which gave him his chance a t the 
playoff.
Bob Davis fell into third place with 
a total of 79 after leading the first 
two rounds. Loomis and McDonald 
are next With a score of 76 and Bech­
tel hooped 73.
Lennes Addresses
Math Fraternity
J. Burr Lennes gave a  talk before. 
Phi Mu Epsilon, national mathematics 
fraternity* last Wednesday night at 
7:30 o’clock in Craig hall.
Lennes is a  graduate assistant in 
physics. His topic for the evening 
was “Hypothetical In Thought”. The 
talk consisted largely of a review of 
the book, “Also”.
Ruth Leib and Betty Flood were 
chosen as a committee to make plans 
for the fraternity’s  yearly banquet, to 
be held sometime in March.
Style Plus-
Not only stylish barter 
work, but collegiate styles, 
the latest, for smart Mon­
tana Students.
RAISBOW—136 H. Higgins 
AMERICAS—104 E. Broadway 
MKtROrOLE—101 E. Main 
FLORENCE—JOS S. Higgins 
PIONEER—123 W. Main 
SOUTH SIDE—527 S. Higgins
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Montana'State College 
Retains Title With Close 
Win Over Grizzly Squad
Bobcats Lead Grizzlies in Both Games With 35-24 Score in Friday Fight j 
And 33-21 Win in Final Game in Saturday’s Contest.
Free Throws Win Second Game for Rivals.
“Father Advisor”
Is New Title for 
C oach Stewart
Kent >r Receives Letters From 
School Coaches Asking 
Advice.
High
Once more the Bobcats are state basketball champions, having won 
three out of four of this year’s games. The margin that kept them 
from sharing the title with the University was a narrow one Satur­
day night, the Grizzlies scoring fourteen field goals to thirteen for 
the Staters, but eight free throws by the visitors were too many.
Friday’s Game. f
Friday night found the Grizzly scor­
ing aces In a slump, but the game, 
was as hard fought as the annual 
classics usually are. With five min­
utes remaining in the second half the 
Bobcats had only a one-point lead. 
The crowd was wild, and the players 
of both teams, tired as they were, re­
doubled their efforts. Wally Wendt, 
Bobcat forward, who had tallied only 
two free throws earlier in the game, 
caught fire and dropped the ball 
through the ring four times in suc­
cession to put the game on Ice. Kay 
Buzzetti made things certain with an­
other ringer.
Missed shots by the Grizzlies, rough 
playing by both teams and the sav­
agery of competition were the out­
standing features of the contest. Each 
team missed several tries, then the 
Bobcats sank one. The Grizzlies took 
the ball and several more shots, all 
misses. The Bobcats made three more 
points before the Grizzlies, after an­
other series of attempts under the 
basket, saw the ball drop through 
after Don Stocking batted at a  re­
bound. Johnny Lewis entered the fray 
then, replacing Stocking, and flashed 
all over the floor at top speed the 
rest of the game. He made a better 
percentage of his shots than his team­
mates, dropping in four field goals 
during the evening. Snick Lockwood 
and Dix Fox did double duty under 
their basket, working hard to keep 
the lanky Cats from getting too many 
follow-ups.
Ray Buzzetti and Max Worthington 
carried the brunt of the college at­
tack, and tall Boothe was a  great help 
under either basket I t’s all history 
now, how the University men tried 
shot after shot in vain, but kept even 
with their desperate floor play, only 
to slip under the avalanche of shots 
a t the end.
Second Game.
Saturday night told a different 
story. The Grizzlies fought this time, 
not to keep in the running, but to gain 
a commanding lead over their adver-
Perey Wins 
Heavyweight 
Boxing Bout
Men Are Preparing for M Club 
Tourney, March 4; One More 
Prelim To Be Fought.
Emil Perey's technical knockout 
vitcory over Koke Eckley, yesterday 
afternoon, completed the eliminations 
for the M ciub tournament in every 
division except the middleweight.
Eight classes will be contested, with 
new champions certain to be crowned 
In five divisions.
Perey and Eckley. the last of the I *  00ach football.” Men have written 
heavyweight contenders, were match- volumes on this subject and this per- 
ed on the big gym floor. In order 18°n wanted it all In one letter, and 
to give all of the spectators a view
Father Advisor of High School 
Coaches would be a fitting title to 
add to Coach J. W. Stewart's name 
judging from the amount of inquiries 
he receives from high school coaches 
on how to coach athletic teams.
Thirty to forty letters a month are 
sent Stewart by high school men­
tors asking his advice on matters per­
taining to athletics. Men are con­
tinually dropping in to his office to 
get his version , of problems that are 
bothering them about their athletic 
teams. When a Montana team goes 
to a  foreign court to play, coaches 
from the surrounding vicinity come 
to see the team perform and to get 
up to date dope on athletics from 
Coach Stewart.
The Bummer coaching course offer­
ed by the Department of Physical 
Education and in charge of Stewart is 
always filled to capacity by young 
coaches who want to brush up on 
situations that confront them, and to 
get his advice on new types of play 
that have come out
Stewart endeavors to answer all in­
quiries sent him but sometimes he 
finds it quite a task. A good example 
of what he runs into can be seen 
in a letter he received last fall say­
ing, “Please wfite and tell me how
of the battle. The applause was vo­
ciferous as Referee O’Malley gave the 
two their instructions. At the bell 
Perey came out with a long straight 
left that bothered Eckley. Koke 
worked in close and flailed away with 
both hands. Perey slammed his right 
to the body at every opportunity, tak­
ing punches to land more.
In the second Perey missed several 
punches and Koke continued to pump 
•both hands. The bout was ruled even 
at the end of the regular period and 
an extra round was necessary. Big 
Emil rushed, landed his left and 
started sinking rights to the heart 
again. Those of the first round were 
beginning to take effect and the third 
round was only forty-five seconds old 
when O’Malley pushed Perey back and 
raised his hand as Eckley doubled up. 
Perey will meet John McKay March 
4 for the M club title and the chance 
at the Bobcat heavyweight March 7. 
Morning Bout.
Jack Stephens had his hands full 
saries. The first half ended 16-14 in yesterday morning as he won from
favor of the University, and* they 
added two more points to this mar­
gin as the second period started. The 
Bobcats drew up even, then took a  
one-point lead which disappeared al-1 
most £8 soon as it was gained. An­
drews and Fox gave the Grizzlies a 
seven-point advantage, 27-20, with 
nine minutes of the game remaining. 
Free throws and shots by Buzzetti 
and Boothe put the Staters on an even 
basis, then two points ahead. Johnny 
Lewis left the game with four per­
sonal fouls on him. Ray Buzzetti put 
the college four ahead on that gift 
shot and another on a technical foul. 
Dick Fox put the Grizzlies within one 
field goal of the leaders, but three 
more shots in the last two minutes as 
the Bobcats attempted to control the 
ball failed to tally, and it ended 33-31.
All of the Grizzlies fought, and the 
crowd was with them all the way. 
Lockwood and Fox again did great 
work in taking the ball from the 
backboard and starting their mates 
down the floor. Johnny Lewis rustled 
the ball in great style, checking 
closely all the time. Billy Rohlffs and 
Monk Andrews had their sights better 
adjusted than on Friday, and had 
their opponents worried all night.
Friday’s Game.
Lineup and summary:
College (35)— FG FT PF Pts.
R. Buzzetti, If ............  5 1  3 1 1
E. Buzzetti, rf ______ 2 0 1  4
Wendt, r f --------------  4 2 0 10
Boothe, c __________  2 0 3 4
Worthington, Ig ......  1 0  0 2
Ario, rg __ ________ 1 2  1 4
University (24)— FG FT PF Pts.
Rohlffs, I f ............... _ 1 0  3 2
Stocking, rf .............  1 0  1 2
Lewis, rf .................& 4 2 1 10
Lockwood, c-rg ....... 1 1 3  3
Fox* lg .......................2 1 2  5
Andrews, rg-c _____  0 0 0 0
Carey, If .................... 1 0  0 2
Doherty, lg ..............   0 0 0 0
Missed free throws—Rohlffs 2, An­
drews, Lockwood 2, R. Buzzetti, 
Boothe 2, Worthington 2, Ario, Wendt. 
Referee—E. L. Hunter.
Saturday’s Game.
Lineup and summary:
College (33)— FG FT PF Pts.
R. Buzzetti, If __ .. 4 6 2 14
E. Buzzetti, r f ..... . 0 0 1 0
Wendt, rf .... -  0 1 0
Boothe, c ......... 5 0 0 10
Worthington, lg .... .. 4 0 0 8
Ario, rg ....... .. 0 0 2 0
University (31)— FG FT PF Pts.
Rohlffs, I f .... -  4 0 2 8
Lewis, rf ..... ?. 1 0 4 2
Andrews, c .. 4 1 3 9
Fox, lg .. 6 1 3 11
Lockwood, rg -c ___ . 0 0 1 0
Jack Hinman in the middleweight di­
vision. Stephens led by a big mar­
gin until just before the first round 
ended, and then stopped one with his 
chin that almost did the business. He 
came back for the second round 
strong, and was again leading when 
Hinman caught him back of the ear 
with a right hand that put him down 
for an eight count He came up and 
had enough left to win by landing! 10 years ago.
more punches. He will fight Segundo | ------
Mario tomorrow in the last of the 
eliminations. The winner goes up 
against Cale Crowley March 4.
Sherman Miller survived through 
all of his matches in the light-heavy­
weight division, winning the last one 
from Laurence Bjorneby Friday night 
in a preliminary to the basketball 
game. In Saturday night’s prelim Cubs 
Coyle and Jack Toole fought three 
savage rounds for a chance at Clar­
ence Watson in the finals of the wel­
ter division. Toole's use of his left 
hand and his continued aggressive­
ness won him the nod after the extra 
round was over. Coyle swung many 
haymakers with his right.
The finalists in the boxing events 
are: heavyweight, Perey vs. McKay; 
light heavy, Davis vs. Miller; middle­
weight, Crowley vs. Mario or Ste­
phens; welterweight, Toole vs. Wat­
son ; '  junior-welter, Goodspeed vs.
Leslie; lightweight, Stratton vs. Neil- 
son; featherweight, Malone vs. F. Vee- 
der, and bantam, B. Veeder vs. Pren- 
dergast.
the letter had to be answered, 
larger schools this information must 
be paid for but at Montana it is given 
free.
Here’s one for “Believe It or Not.” 
“Athlete who breaks state record in 
high hurdles was coached by corres­
pondence.” A letter was written to 
Mr. Stewart last spring asking him 
how to coach a hurdler. The letter 
containing the information was sent 
to the inquirer. The state high hurdle 
record was broken last spring in the 
Interscholastic trackmeet, and the 
youth who performed the feat 
taught how to hurdle from this let­
ter by Mr. Stewart
Athletics at Montana have Improved 
remarkably in the last nine years. It 
used to be that there was not enough 
equipment for more than 18 or 20 
football men, eight or nine basketball 
men and about a half-dozen track 
men. The equipment that was avail 
able was of inferior quality. A foot­
ball man never knew what it  was to 
have more than one pair of shoes per 
season and sweat shirts were out of 
the question
There is no limit for equipment 
now. All candidates for the various 
teams are fully equipped with 
best that money can buy. On tripp 
a Montanan always receives the* fin' 
est of treatment. He rides the best 
trains, eats the best food and stays 
at the best hotels available. This is 
'a great improvement over conditions
Girls’ Teams Open 
Basketball Season
h Meet Sophs and Juniors Play 
Seniors.
F irst game of the season that will 
officially open women’s basketball 
will take place tomorrow evening in 
the women’s gym at 7:30 o’clock. The 
freshmen and sophomores will play 
opposite each other and the juniors 
will oppose the seniors.
Due to conflicting dates concerning 
the demonstration planned for the lat 
ter part of the quarter, the schedule 
which was arranged last week will be 
disrupted. A number of changes which 
will have to be made and the rear­
ranged schedule will be published 
soon.
Stocking, rf  ............  0 0 0 0
Carey, rf ___ ______  0 1 0  1
Missed free throws—Lewis, An­
drews, R. Buzetti 3, E. Buzetti, Worth­
ington, Ario, Wendt 3. Referee—E. L. 
Hunter.
COLLING SHOE SHOPS
300 ]\. Higgins 935 S. Higgins 
Reglnze Any Color Shoe 
REPAIRING} & FINDINGS
For Prompt Service
Call
THE FLORENCE LAUNDRY
Phone 2303
W E MAKE YOUR CLOTHES 
LIKE NEW
F ash io n  Club C lean ers
DIAL 2601
The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that pulls on high.
The Gas that is economical.
SHELL 400
McKenzie-Wallace Service Station
The battle is over and the smoke is slowly clearing away. The 
Grizzly, growling and with an ugly disposition, has gone back to 
his lair to rest and plan his attack for a return battle with the 
Bobcat the next time their trails cross.
The first game undoubtedly went to the superior team. The 
Grizzlies were way off color. The passing attack which they launched 
against Gonzaga was not evident. Their shots were wild of their 
mark and they missed set-ups repeatedly. Johnny Lewis was the 
only Grizzly who could • connect and although closely guarded by 
his old high school playmate, Max Worthington, John turned in the 
best game he has ever played against the Bobcats.
The second game was a heartbreaker. The Grizzlies looked like 
themselves the last part of the first half and the beginning of the 
second.
With -a seven-point lead it looked like a Grizzly victory. Lewis 
went out on personals and the margin narrowed due to the eagle 
eye of Worthington.
Dick Fox started warming up in the second half and broke 
through repeatedly for cinches. He led the scoring column for the 
Grizzlies with 11 points. Andrews followed with 10 and Rohlffs 
made 8.
Captain Bill Rohlffs, Johnny Lewis, Jack Doherty, and Don 
Stocking have played their last basketball game under the Mon­
tana colors. They gave all they had and deserve congratulations for 
the fine brand of ball they played this season. The gaps they leave 
will be hard to fill.
Deane Jones who was slated to fight Young Cunningham last 
night was not able to appear due to a slightly fractured jaw bone 
which he received last Thursday in his fight with Lee Morin. Al­
though Jones received the damaging blow in the first round he came 
back to take the next three and win the decision.
Eddie Krause clearly outboxed and outhit Sammy Evans in a 
four-round bout. Due to his aggressiveness and superior fighting he 
won all four rounds and was unanimously awarded the decision.
The elimination bouts for the M club tournament are rapidly 
drawing to a close. Those who survive these eliminations will go 
into the finals March 4 to decide the school championships.
Mario and Stevens will fight tomorrow afternoon to see who 
meets “Cagle” Crowley in the middleweight division. This prom­
ises to be a gruelling battle.
As an aftermath of a basketball discussion begun some weeks 
ago, plans have been made to settle the superiority of this year’s 
or last year’s freshmen basketball teams. Last year’s squad, many 
of whose members are members of the Grizzly squad, have asserted 
that it can beat the present yarling representatives with ease. Dick 
Fox, John Larimer, Monk Andrews, Al Dahlberg, Frank Flanagan. 
Bob Eigeman and Dave Fitzgerald are the cocky ones.
Freshmen of this season who have rolled up so many points while 
winning all their games are Chalmers Lyman, Wobbly Smith, Monty 
Reynolds, Pat Caven, Jimmy Freeboume, Bill Erickson, Bugs. Dwyer 
and Jack McDonald.
This game of the century is being promoted by Billy Rohlffs and 
George Yutz Carey of this year’s Grizzlies, who are anxious to bring 
an end to the sleepless nights of the members of both aggregations.
This game will be played Thursday evening at 7:30. Billy Rohlffs 
will referee the first half and George Carey the second. A small 
admission fee of 15 cents will be charged. Difference of opinion 
and betting runs high so place your bets. Both teams were unde­
feated as yearlings. One loyal supporter has $50 to say that the 
present yearlings will win.
BOOKS
R EFR ESH M EN TS
SOUVENIRS
Campus Gossip Exchange
A Good Place to Create the 
Old College Spirit.
THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
STORE
Has kept pace with the development of the 
University and is a real campus 
institution.
Come in. and Look Her Over.
I Likable, Capable 
Major Schedules 
Football Exodus
Former Coach Plans Departure 
L  After Long Career 
On Gridiron.
“Squirt,” most of his intimate 
friends call him, perhaps because he 
has five feet six inches of bone and 
muscle, but to the students on the 
University campus, this porky little 
gentleman is better known as “The 
Major.”
A great sport, determined, capable, 
with a dynamic personality both on 
and off the field—that’s Major Frank 
Milburn. He is liked at first sight. 
Always smiling and bubbling over 
with optimism. Somehow he gets un­
der your skin and you want to say 
“I like you."
His five years a t the helm of Mon­
tana’s football teams have demon­
strated these qualities. Now, he must 
answer Uncle Sam’s call and swing 
into the daily harness of the United 
States Army, leaving behind his 
numerous friends won at Montana.
Major Milburn believes that ath­
letics at the University are on the 
upward climb. “With many gradu­
ates of the State University, now in 
the larger high schools of the state, 
young athletes should come to the 
University with good fundamental 
training under the guidance of the 
former Grizzly players.”
When interviewed about his five 
years at Montana, the Major replied, 
“Montana has the cleanest type of 
athletes and men of outstanding per­
sonalities. I have enjoyed working 
with all boys at the University and 
when I leave I  will not forget Mon­
tana. I am keeping Missoula as my 
permanent residence.
“I am especially grateful to the 
people of Missoula, Dr. Clapp, and 
the faculty members who have co­
operated with me in every way dur­
ing my coaching affiliations here. It 
is needless for me to express my ap­
preciation for the support of the stud­
ents. The spirit a t Montana this school 
year has been the best I have seen 
here.”
When “The Major” was detailed as 
commander of R. O. T. C. and head 
coach at Montana, he was stationed 
at Fort Benning as head of* the de­
partment of physical education. He 
came here recommended as one of the 
best men that could be obtained by 
the head of the personnel staff at 
Washington, D. C. Telegrams and let­
ters came from every coach and ath­
letic director in the south, recom­
mending him as a man and as a 
coach.
In July, when Major Milburn ex­
pects to say farewell to Montana, he 
will leave worthy of the same praise 
as when he accepted the positions as 
head football coach and commander 
of the R. O. T. C,
Cary Tysel, *28, was a guest at the 
Phi Delta Theta house Friday night.
The Grizzly Shop
For Grizzly Students
THE GRIZZLY BARBER 
SHOP
Month-End
Hat Specials
1.75
Wednesday--Thursday
4
Only two more days . . . new 
straws . . . pretty trimmings . . . 
and special prices make exciting 
choosing in our famous Month- 
End Sale. Hats for misses and 
matrons at worth-while savings.
25 Straws and Straw-and-Felt 
Combinations
finally priced___^
Missoula Mercaxiuj
COMEAMY
Eddie Krause, 
Deane Jones 
Win B attles
Two Campus Fighters Give Exhibit 
Bouts Before Local Elks 
Last Week.
Two University fighters continued 
their winning habits last week on the 
Elks’ card downtown, Eddie Kranse 
and Deane Jones winning decisions 
from foreign foes. Krause fought the 
main event of four rounds against 
Sammy Evans of Great Falls, winning 
this time in such a manner as to leave 
no doubt of his superiority. The two 
had met before a t Kallspell, the bout 
being called a draw despite Eddy’s 
heavier punches. Thursday night 
Krause took the first, third and fourth 
rounds decisively, while more than 
holding his own in the second.
Deane Jones won a four round deci­
sion from Lee Morin by virtue of too 
many punches in the last three rounds. 
Morin swung haymakers from the first 
bell, most of which Jones sidestepped 
or ducked with ease. Toward the end 
of the round Morin connected with a 
right to the side of the head that stag­
gered Jones and started blood pouring 
from both nostrils. Another to the 
same spot put Deane down, and he 
stayed down till the count of eight. 
The round ended as he came to his 
feet
His seconds failed to stop the flow 
of blood between rounds, but Jones 
came out for the second in workman­
like fashion, shooting a left and bring­
ing up a right that meant business. 
After two exchanges Morin went to his 
knees and was never in the lead again, 
failing to land a  damaging punch dur­
ing the remaining three rounds.
Eddie Krause has not lost a bout 
since he appeared in this section of 
the country, and has practically ex­
hausted the list of worth while op­
ponents. Only one fighter in the city 
has ever defeated Jones, and that on 
a decision which was none too sure.
DRUIDS MEET WEDNESDAY.
Druids, Forestry honorary organi­
zation, will hold its bi-weekly meet­
ing tomorrow night 
An interesting program of talks and 
discusisons is planned, according to 
Bob Cooney, president.
Y o u r  P a r k e r  
P o c k e t  P en
plus this handsome bronzed base
G i v e s  You a
Desk Set
When in your room writing your 
permanent notes or themes, lest your 
Pen dry out when you stop to refer 
to texts or notes, keep it in a Parker 
Desk Base.
No need to buy a complete Desk 
Set or a special Pen. Your present 
Parker Pocket Pen is already half a 
Desk Set.
Base with free taper, which con? 
verts your Pocket Parker to Desk 
Set Model at only $2.50. Or if you 
do not own a Parker, this Desk Set 
complete w ith $2.75 Parker Pocket? 
Desk Pen, only $5.25, or with Duo? 
fold Jr. Pocket-Desk Pen, Guaranteed 
for Life, only $7.50. At all good 
dealers.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY 
Jgnesville, Wisconsin
*5 I ‘7 ’10
rark er
‘Duofold 
D esk Sets
PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 
Other Parker Pens, S2.75 and $3.50 
Pencils to /natch all Pens, $2.50 to $5
